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Atlantis showers are supplied with Sturdibond to adhere the base to the floor substrate. It is
recommended that Gorilla Grip is used if the temperature drops below 5 degrees.
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PREPERATION OF WALLS
1. Ensure wall board is fixed to the studs as per the
manufacturers specifications. The bottom edge of wall board
requires full nogging above the shower base.

FLOOR PREPARATION – on any floor type
1. Sweep floor free of dust. Check the floor is level over the
entire area where the shower base is to be fitted. If the floor
is not flat or level, use levelling compound to rectify.
2. Provide a hole for the waste fitting to a minimum size of
250mm x 250mm, in the correct position to suit the
shower base.
3. Dry fit the shower base onto the flooring to verify it is
able to be installed level. The top of the glazing channel(s)
and top edges of the upstands must be level. The floor of
the shower base must slope towards the drain.
NOTE: It is the responsibility of the installer to:
- Ensure the shower base has been installed level, and
- Ensure that the shower base will drain satisfactorily before
the shower base is adhered to the floor.

WASTE PREPERATION
When setting up the waste allow some flexibility/movement in the waste body for ease of installation.
1. Separate the components of the waste into:
- A. the waste body
- B. the hair grill and internal thread
2. Connect the waste body to the pipework, ensuring that the sealing ring is in the correct position on the body and
be sure that the waste lines up with the outlet hole in the shower base.
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BASE INSTALLATION
1. Clear floor of all debris and dust
2. Apply Sturdibond liberally to the webbed support rings and
the shower base perimeter.
3. Install base in final position, ensuring that is it level (as per
instruction No. 3)

4. The inside face of the upstand must be flush with
the inside face of the wall board.

5. Place the base in finished positon. Leave the
Protective film over it and the protective tape
around the perimeter of the base.

Tiled Walls– Wall Channels must be fitted onto waterproofing PRIOR TO TILING.

See

Screen Fitting Instructions

Ellure Tile Look Walls or Acrylic Wall Liner – See Liner Fitting Instructions
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